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1 Existence
[AXIOM(Hipoteticity)] ∃i←→S (i) 6= /0
An element exists if and only if it has structure.
Theorem 1 ∃ /0
The emptiness exists
Proof We generate an arbitrary set N 6= /0. without loss of generality assume that its elements follow the
next pattern
N = {1,2,3, ..., j, j+1, ...}
note that |N| ≤ ∞= n, where |N| denotes the number of elements of N as well known as the cardinality of
such set.
We can write the power set of N
2N = {{1} ,{2} , ...,{1,2} , ...,{1,2,3} , ..., /0}
with
∣∣2N∣∣= 2n, and we can write the power set of 2N
22
N
= {{{1} ,{2} , /0} , /0, ...,{{1,2} ,{1,2,3} , /0} , ...}
like this succesively until here deducing the structure of the emptiness given by its contention /0 ∈ 2N ;the
{ /0,S1} with S1 ∈ 2N\ /0, /0 ∈ 22N ;the { /0,S2} with S2 ∈ 22N\ /0, /0 ∈ 222
N
; ...
In general the set Vi−1 that contains the emptinessequal t o
Vi−1 = /0∪{ /0,Si}Si∈Ti\ /0
were Ti =

2N i= 1
2Ti−1 i> 1
otherwise
S ( /0) = {...,Vi,Vi+1, ...} and ∃ /0 1 [Q.E.D.]
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